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1. Have you ever felt an evil atmosphere or spirit over a
place?
2. Dan 8: 27, says "I, Daniel, was exhausted and sick for
days." Sometimes life and ministry can be overwhelming
causing physical tiredness & sickness. Have you ever
experienced something like this?
3. Daniel read a historic prophecy from Jeremiah 25:11 &
Jeremiah 29:10 about what was going to happen, and what,
had been happening around him. What impact did this have
on him?
4. Daniel prays about the situation. Look at the pronouns he
used in his prayer in Daniel 9:5-15. Have you ever prayed a
prayer like this?
5. If God promised to release his people after 70 years of
captivity, why did Daniel need to pray? (Jeremiah 29;1014)

6. Unconfessed sin cuts us off from God. (Ps 66:18) If I
indulge wickedness in my heart the Lord will not hear. Too
often we try and justify things and don’t do anything about
it. If we do that, we are stuck with the problem that won’t
go away. What sort of things do we justify?
7. “God knows exactly how we feel (Ps 139:3-4). Sometimes
we pray as though everything is going well. When we
admit our weakness and frailty, God releases his strength
and power to us”. Discuss
8. Have you been in a situation, where your prayers didn’t
seem to be get through? There are evil forces in our world
that can hinder the answers to our prayers. Can anyone
summarise what was going on here?
9. Before we can take a city for God it’s important to discern
the territorial spirits. What do you think some of the
territorial spirits over Taupo are?
10. End time armies are gathering their forces. God can
make their strategy known to us in the same way as he did
to Daniel. Discuss.
11. Now that we have removed all the blockages let’s spend
some time in prayer where we can really believe for
results!!

